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INTRODUCTION

Hammon Consolidated Gold Fields, the appellant

in both the above entitled actions, was defendant



therein in the court below, and in this brief will be

called either the ''defendant" or "Gold Fields." E.

E. Powell, the plaintiff below, in No. 6024, will be

called ''plaintiff." The Nome Dredging Trust, whose

three trustees are plaintiffs in No. 6025, will be called

"The Trust." All references to the transcript will be

to the transcript in No. 6024, and all italics are ours

unless otherwise stated.

With reference to the third cause of action in No.

6024, based on Exhibit Nine, the subsidiary contract

with the Alaska Dredging Company (Tr. 22-31 and

133), it is proper to say that a non-suit was confessed

by plaintiff, and this count or cause of action dismissed

without prejudice (Tr. 294, 295, 353).

THE FACTS AND THE QUESTIONS INVOLVED

The facts in these cases are practically undisputed,

the material facts up to the close of the year 1927 are

stated in the opinion of this court in the case of Ham-

mon Consolidated Gold Fields v. Powell^ 32 Fed. 2nd

855. The additional material facts may be briefly

summarized as follows:

The sums now claimed by plaintiffs are for royalty

and/or minimum annual payments falling due on

December 1, 1928, the next year after the defendant

Gold Fields had given the surrender notice (Tr. 10, 12)



on December 30, 1927. It fully appears from the

findings of the court (Tr. 394) that the plaintiffs in

the two actions now on appeal did not at any time

accept the attempted surrender of the leased prem-

ises, and did not at any time take or accept possession

of any of the real or personal property described in

the contracts, Exhibit One to plaintiffs' complaint, and

the Schedules "A," "B," "C" and "D" thereto (Tr.

394). It further appears that defendant Gold Fields

did operate two of its dredges on the property of the

Alaska Dredging Company (property described in

Schedule *'B" to Exhibit One), (Tr. 395). The amount

of royalty paid to Alaska Dredging Company from

these operations was $8,898.25 (Tr. 395). It is

claimed by defendant that these operations were simp-

ly digging off the premises after termination of the

contract, although this right is only given by the con-

tracts in event the contracts are terminated by plain-

tiffs (see Section 29 of Exhibit One, Tr. 48; Section 19

of Exhibit Two, Tr. 94; Section 19 of Exhibit Six, Tr.

121; and Section 18 of Exhibit Nine, Tr. 142).

The principal question involved in these appeals is

whether the contracts sued on. Exhibits One, Two and

Six, to plaintiffs' complaint (Tr. 33, 84, 112) are leases

for a definite term, as is stated therein (Tr. 39) , or are

mere options from which defendant may withdraw at

will and terminate its liability. The additional point



is raised by appellant by the pleadings, and presented

in its brief (pp. 60-68) that the contract, Exhibit One,

had become void by reason of the alleged termination

of the existence of the Nome Dredging Trust.

Other special defenses are set up in the answers,

but they have not been argued or presented by the

appellant's brief. We feel justified, therefore, in con-

sidering them as abandoned.

ARGUMENT

I.

The agreement, exhibit one, and the subsidi-

ary AGREEMENTS, EXHIBITS TWO AND SIX, TO PLAIN-

TIFF'S COMPLAINT, ARE NOT MERE OPTIONS, BUT ARE,

LEASES OF THE PROPERTY DESCRIBED THEREIN FOR A
DEFINITE TERM, UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 1935. THE OP-

TIONS TO PURCHASE CONTAINED THEREIN DO NOT AF-

FECT THE VALIDITY AND BINDING EFFECT OF THE
LEASES. THE AGREEMENTS TO PAY THE MINIMUM
ROYALTY AND/OR MINIMUM ANNUAL PAYMENTS SUED

FOR ARE ABSOLUTE AND UNCONDITIONAL, AND CAN-

NOT BE AVOIDED BY DEFENDANT'S ATTEMPT TO SUR-

RENDER AND TERMINATE THE LEASES.

As it is conceded by appellant that the main agree-

ment. Exhibit One, and the subsidiary agreements,

are alike in their material provisions upon the point

under discussion (appellant's brief, page 4), most of

our discussion will be by reference to the main agree-

ment. The first part of the main agreement, however,



refers to the purchase of the personal property and

town lots (Tr. 34). These features are not contained

in the subsidiary agreements. The main agreement

was in the first instance wholly optional. The pro-

vision of the contract quoted on page 23 of appellant's

brief, which reads (Tr. 35) :

"Provided, however, at any time prior to December
1, 1923, Gold Fields shall have the right to surrender
all and singular its rights under this agreement and
restore to the Trust all the town lots, mining claims
and other real and personal property covered hereby,
said personal property being in at least as good con-
dition as when received, reasonable wear and tear ex-
cepted, and in that event Gold Fields will be absolved
from any liability to make further payments on ac-

count of said personal property and town lots, but the
Trust shall keep and retain the said sum of $50,000.00
the obligation to pay which is absolute and not op-
tional."

shows conclusively the original optional character of

the agreement. At any time prior to December 1,

1923, the defendant. Gold Fields, had the optional

right to withdraw from the whole agreement—''to

surrender all and singular its rights under this agree-

ment"—and end all further liability, except the first

payment of $50,000.00, due on or before September

1, 1923. The obligation to pay this $50,000.00 is

stated to be ''absolute and not optional in order to

distinguish such payment at that time from all future

payments agreed to be made by the contract. When



the contract was first executed and until December

1, 1923, all future payments, with the exception of

the first $50,000.00, but including those now sued for,

were optional and could have been avoided by a sur-

render prior to December 1, 1923. The contract

speaks from the date of its execution, and at that

time the first $50,000.00 was the only payment ''the

obligation to pay which'' was ''absolute and not op-

tional." When, however, December 1, 1923, arrived

and defendant Gold Fields had not elected ''to sur-

render all and singular its rights under this agree-

ment," all future payments agreed to be made were

no longer optional (paragraph XIV of plaintiff's com-

plaint, Tr. 20).

The provision in paragraph 6 of the main agree-

ment (Tr. 37) for a reconveyance of the town lots to

the Trust has, in our opinion, no tendency to show

that the agreement is an option only and not a lease.

It was contemplated that the deed to the town lots

should be actually delivered out of escrow when the

$155,000.00 consideration for the personal property

and town lots was paid, while the other deeds placed

in escrow would never be delivered unless the option

to purchase annexed to the lease was finally exercised.

The fact that the lessee agreed to reconvey the town

lots on demand in event the option was not exercised,

can have no logical tendency to show that the instru-



ment is not a lease, when its unambiguous language

shows that it is. This provision for a reconveyance of

the town lots is contained in the first part of the

agreement relating to the sale to Gold Fields of the

personal property and town lots (Tr. 37).

Commencing with paragraph 7 of the main agree-

ment, the parties begin to deal with the mining prop-

erty (Tr. 37), and in the next paragraph, 8, the Trust

''grants unto Gold Fields a mining lease of and option

to purchase'' the mining claims and other real prop-

erty of the Trust described in Schedule ''A" and the

interest of the Trust in the mining claims and other

real property obtained by the Trust through the three

subsidiary agreements (Tr. 38). The fact that pur-

chase of the personal property and town lots is stated

to be the consideration for the grant of the lease of

and option to purchase the mining property has no

logical tendency to show that the instrument is an

option only.

On page 25 of appellant's brief it is said:

"Paragraph 8 contains the operative clause. This
clause uses the word grant f^, b. word commonly used
to give an option, but inappropriate to create a lease.

Nowhere in the agreement do the parties use 'lease'

or 'let,' or their equivalents as operative words."

This argument is wholly without merit. The word

"grant" is an appropriate word to use in creating a



lease. In the case of Waskey v. Chambers, 224 U. S.

564, 32 S. C. R. 597, 598, Mr. Justice Holmes says,

touching the nature of a mining lease of an Alaskan

claim: ''Blackstone defines a lease as a conveyance, 2

Com. 317, and in Sheppard's Touchstone, 267, leases

are ranked under the head of grants
—

'as in other

grants.' " If a lease is a "grant" it is difficult to see

how the use of the word ''grant" in the instrument

creating it is inappropriate or tends to show that the

instrument is not a lease.

The word "grant," when used in creating a lease,

is an operative word of the strongest character. Thus

in Mershon v. Williams, 44 Atl. 211, 213, (N. J.), it

is said of the use of the word "grant" in a lease: "It

has been held by all the cases in which the subject has

been considered that from the words 'demise' or 'grant*

in a lease under seal a covenant of quiet enjoyment

will be implied. 2 Piatt, Leas., 285, and cases cited."

And further in the same opinion : "The words 'grant

or demise' pertain to an estate in lands and not to the

mere privilege of occupation or possession upon the

payment of rent." (44 Atl. 214). In statutes leases

are spoken of as being "granted." Thus, in Section

2018 of the General Statutes of South Carolina it is

provided : "No leases . . . shall at any time be granted

or surrendered unless it be by deed or note in writ-

ing," etc. Davis v. Pollock, 15 S. E. 718, 720. See



also Carlton v. Williayns, 11 Cal. 89, 19 Pac. 185, 186,

citing Cal. Civil Code, Sec. 1093.

The instrument itself describes the interest of Gold

Fields in the property as ''the leasehold created here-

by,'' (see paragraph 32 of Exhibit One, Tr. 49) .

And in paragraph 33 the property is again referred to

as ''the leasehold" (Tr. 50).

Equally without merit, we think, is the contention

made on pages 24 and 25 of appellant's brief, that

'The expression, 'mining lease and option' is custom-

arily used in the mining industry to denote an agree-

ment which is essentially an option to purchase, the

term 'lease' having reference to the rights of posses-

sion and exploitation, which are conferred in aid of

the option (see authorities infra First, C, 1)."

None of the authorities cited under Subdivision

First C.l of plaintiffs' brief tend in any way to sup-

port this contention of plaintiff that the designation

of an instrument as a "mining lease and option" tends

in any way to show that such instrument is an option

only and not a lease.

Commencing on page 25 of appellant's brief, and

extending to the end of page 29 thereof, is a long dis-

cussion of paragraph 9 of the main agreement. Ef-

fort is made in this discussion to show that the langu-

age of this paragraph shows or tends to show that the
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main agreement is not a lease, but an option only.

This paragraph is as follows (Tr. 38) :

''9. The purchase price of the said real property

owned by the Trust and mentioned in Article 8, and
of the trust's said right, title, interest and estate in

the real property enumerated in Schedules B, C and D
shall be $600,000, payable in full, together with inter-

est on any unpaid balance after January 1, 1931, at

the rate of four percent per annum, prior to the ex-

piration of the term of this option, provided, however,
that the minimum amount paid annually on account
of purchase price shall be $25,000, commencing in the

year 1925. The said payments on account of purchase
price shall also be deemed to be and shall constitute

rental for the use and occupation of the said mining
property hereby demised and leased for the full term
of said lease, and when payment in full of said pur-
chase price, together with interest (if any) accrued
thereon, shall have been made, then there shall be no
further obligation to pay any other or further rental

or royalties to the Trust, but the obligation to pay any
and all unpaid balances of the purchase price, together
with interest (if any) accrued thereon, pursuant to

each of the said options and leases of the real property
enumerated in Schedules B, C, and D, shall continue,

if the same shall not then have been fully paid and
discharged."

This paragraph is plain and unambiguous, and does

not require four pages of tortured analysis to deter-

mine its meaning. It not only does not tend in any

way to show that the contract is not a lease, but spe-

cially refers to the property as being ^'hereby demised

and leased,'^ and speaks of the ^'ftill term of the leased

It is true that this paragraph fixes the purchase price,
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or the option price, and fixes the amount of the mini-

mum payments. The agreement is an option as well

as a lease, and the optional purchase price must be

fixed and the terms stated, otherwise there could be

no option. The statement of the terms of the option

annexed to the lease do not in any way tend to show

that the lease is not a lease, but an option only. On

page 26 of their brief, counsel quote the sentence,

"The said payments on account of purchase price shall

also be deemed to be and shall constitute rental for the

use and occupation of the said mining property here-

by demised and leased for the full term of this lease,"

and say: "This provision, although much stressed by

plaintiffs, strongly tends to show that the agreement

is essentially an option." We do, of course, rely on

this sentence to show that the contract is a lease, and

we say that the use of the words ^^property hereby de-

mised and leased for the full term of this lease^' shows

conclusively that it is a lease. Any payments made on

purchase price are not only "deemed" to be rental, but

the paragraph further says such payments shall

^^constitute'^ rental. This paragraph, as well as the

other provisions of the main agreement, show conclu-

sively that the contract. Exhibit One, is both a lease

and an option.

On pages 26 and 27 of appellant's brief, counsel

contend that the provision that payments "on account
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of purchase price" are stated to be deemed to be ren-

tal was inserted in order to show that in event the

Trust terminated the contract by virtue of its optional

right to do so, given by paragraph 27 (Tr. 46, 47),

Gold Fiolds would not be required to return payments

theretofore made. This contention is obviously unten-

able, because paragraph 27 (Tr. 46, 47) specially pro-

vides that in event the Trust should so terminate the

contract, the Trust ''will have the right to keep and

retain all moneys heretofore paid to it by Gold Fields

on account of the option as rental * * *"

We find it very difficult to follow appellant's coun-

sel in their complicated search for hidden and ob-

scure meanings in the plain and unambiguous langu-

age of paragraph 9 of the main agreement (Tr. 38,

39). The argument that the use of the words "prop-

erty hereby demised and leased for the full term of

said lease^' tend to show that the instrument is not a

lease, but an option only, is palpably unsound.

Paragraph 9 further says

:

".
. . and when payment in full of said purchase

price, together with interest (if any) accrued thereon,

shall have been made, then there shall be no further
obligation to pay any other or further rental or roy-

alties to the Trust, but the obligation to pay any and
all unpaid balances of the purchase price, together
with interest (if any) accrued thereon, pursuant to

each of the said options and leases of the real property
enumerated in Schedules B, C, and D, shall continue,
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if the same shall not then have been fully paid and dis-

charged" (Tr. 39).

This provision makes it clear that when the pur-

chase price is fully paid no further rental or royalty

need be paid, even though the stated term of the lease

be not expired.

Appellant's counsel, in their discussion, pass from

paragraph 9 to paragraph 11 of the main agreement

(appellant's brief, p. 30). No mention is made of

paragraph 10 v^hich reads as follov^s:

''10. The term of said lease and option shall com-
mence on the date of these presents and shall continue
to and including December 31, 1935 (unless sooner
terminated as hereinafter provided)." (Tr. 39).

This paragraph is short and unambiguous, and

shoves conclusively that the agreement is a lease for a

definite term, and can only be terminated in accord-

ance with some provision of the contract to be found

in some succeeding paragraph thereof. It seems im-

possible to conceive of language more terse and free

from all questions as to its exact meaning. The state-

ment ''unless sooner terminated as hereinafter pro-

vided" necessarily excludes any right to terminate

the lease before the expiration of its term, except in

accordance with some subsequent express provision of

the lease itself. The only provision for such termina-

tion is to be found in paragraph 27 of the main agree-
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ment (Tr. 46), where the Trust is given the optional

right to terminate the agreement. That paragraph

27 creates no right in Gold Fields to terminate the

agreement is conclusively settled by the opinion of this

court in Hammon Consolidated Gold Fields v. Powell^

32 Fed. 2nd, 855, where it is said, with reference to

the whole of paragraph 27

:

''It is entirely plain from the context that the lat-

ter provision applied only in case the right of forfei-

ture was exercised by the appellee, just as another
provision of the agreement authorized the appellant
to withdraw from the agreement before a certain date
and fixed his liability in that event. The provision
gives no support to the broad claim that the agree-
ment might be breached with impunity by the appel-
lant in any other contingency." (32 Fed. 2nd, 855,
857).

Passing by appellant's observations on paragraph

11 (Appellant's brief, page 30), which do not require

any answer, appellant next discusses paragraph 15

(appellant's brief, page 30).

The following sentence is quoted from paragraph

15 (Tr. 41):

''.
. . and Gold Fields shall have the right when and

as often as it shall deem to be advisable for any rea-

son whatsoever, of which it will be the sole judge, to

cease and suspend mining operations on said ground,
provided only that in such event it shall pay to the
respective owners the minimum annual payments
and excess of minimum annual payments above and
over royalties paid up to the time of cessation of min-
ing operations."
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The contention of appellant that Gold Ficld;^ may

at any time cease actual work and escape all further

liability except minimum payments actually due at

the time of the cessation of work, is not borne out by

the language of the quoted sentence. The real mean-

ing of this sentence is plain. Gold Fields may cease

work at any time, but must in such event make to the

owners the minimum annual payments as they fall

due. The words "excess of minimum annual pay-

ments above and over royalties paid up to the time of

cessation of mining operations" are inserted to cover

the case of where any such minimum annual payment

may at the time of cessation of work be partly paid

by earned royalty.

On page 31 of appellant's brief, the sentence "No

other or further liability shall be imposed on Gold

Fields for breach of contract," is quoted and stressed.

We have already pointed out that this sentence is a

portion of paragraph 27 of the main agreement, which

relates to the termination of the contract by the

Trust at its option, and is not operative in any other

event, as this court has already decided {Hammon

Cmisolidated Gold Fields v. Poivell, 32 Fed. 2nd, 855,

857). The oft reiteration of this sentence in appel-

lant's brief affords no argument in its favor.
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Appellant's brief (p. 31) next takes up and dis-

cusses paragraph 19 of the main agreement, which

reads as follows (Tr. 43) :

"If in any year the total amount of royalties so de-

posited shall not equal the minimum annual payments
for such year as hereinbefore specified, then on or be-

fore December first of such year Gold Fields will de-

posit with said bank for the account of the Trust such
sum as will make the total amount so deposited during
such year for such account equal to such minimum
annual payment, provided, however, if the total pur-
chase price and accrued interest shall not have been
paid on or before December 31, 1935, then any unpaid
balance will be so deposited on or before said date."

(Tr. 43).

This paragraph is a plain and unambiguous, un-

conditional promise that in case in any year the

earned royalties do not equal the amount of the mini-

mum annual payments, Gold Fields will deposit such

sum in the bank to the Trust's account ''as will make

the total amount so deposited during such year for

such account" (meaning for rent or royalty account)

''equal to such minimum annual payment."

Appellant's counsel do not seem to understand the

reason why the option to purchase was annexed to the

lease. It is manifest it was so annexed in order to

enable the lessee. Gold Fields, to convert the lease in-

to an outright purchase, in event it became advan-

tageous for it to do so, and thus escape all future lia-

bility for rent or royalty. That such is the purpose of
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annexing an option to purchase to a lease for a defin-

ite term with a minimum royalty, is illustrated by

the case of Lehigh Ziiic & Ircni Co. v. Bamford, 150

U. S. 665, 14 S. Ct. Rep. 219. The language of para-

graph 19 just quoted does not in any way tend to

show that the agreement is a mere option. An un-

conditional promise to pay the sums mentioned therein

clearly denotes the contrary, and the fact that the

sums are large only shows that the parties believed

the property to be of immense value.

Paragraph 21 of the main agreement is taken up

on pages 32 and 33 of appellant's brief. This para-

graph reads:

''Gold Fields will pay to the respective owners of

the real property enumerated in Schedules B, C and
D, the royalties and/or minimum annual payments
specified in the respective leases of and options for

said real property in the manner and form therein

specified, and in general will do and perform all things

to be performed by the Trust under the terms and
conditions of said leases and options as long as this

agreement shall remain and be in effect" (Tr. 44).

Plaintiffs rely on this paragraph, which shows that

the liability of Gold Fields to E. E. Powell, who exe-

cuted the two subsidiary agreements. Exhibits Two

and Six, continues as long as the main agreement

''shall remain and be in effect." The liability of Gold

Fields to plaintiff E. E. Powell, who executed the two

subsidiary agreements, is clearly defined by this para-
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graph, and not by paragraph 28 of Exhibit Two (Tr.

98), and paragraph 27 of Exhibit Six (Tr. 124), by

the terms of which the Trust is allowed to put Gold

Fields in the possession of the property leased by Ex-

hibits Two and Six. The said paragraphs of Exhibits

Two and &ix do, however, expressly provide that

Gold Fields shall assume ''the Trust's obligations and

liabilities" under the subsidiary agreements (Tr. 98,

124), and the fact that the Trust is released from

liability to the owners as long as Gold Fields shall

remain and be in possession of the property only

shows that the owners in the subsidiary agreements

were willing to release the Trust as long as Gold

Fields continued to keep its contract, by continuing to

perform the lease, but otherwise the owners would

have a right of action, of course, against both the

Trust and Gold Fields.

After discussing the main agreement up to para-

graph 21 thereof, counsel for appellant, on page 33

of their brief, say:

"The agreement as so far developed shows, we sub-
mit, a clear right of surrender in Gold Fields. At
such a stage it is natural to suppose that the parties

would make some correlative provision, as foresha-

dowed in paragraph 9, for the protection of the Trust,
in the event that Gold Fields should continue opera-

tions but should fail to make payments. Such pro-

vision appears in paragraph 27."
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We deny that the agreement as developed up to

paragraph 21 or elsewhere shows a clear or any right

of surrender in Gold Fields, The only right given to

Gold Fields to surrender the leased premises contained

in the agreement is the right given in the preliminary

part of the main agreement, to be exercised prior to De-

cember 1, 1923 (Tr. 35). Confessedly this right was

not exercised. The express right thus given to surren-

der "prior to December 1, 1923," excludes any right

of surrender subsequent thereto, and excludes any

implied right of surrender. It is admitted that no

other express right of surrender nor any express

right of termination of the contract is given, and the

language of paragraph 10 (Tr. 39), that ''The term

of fJiis U-ise and option shall commence on the date of

these presents and shall continue to and including

December 31st, 1935, imless sooner terminated as

hereinafter provided,'' plainly excludes any implied

right of surrender or termination by Gold Fields.

Paragraph 27 of the main agreement reads as fol-

lows (Tr. 46) :

"If Gold Fields shall fail to deposit minimum an-
nual payments hereafter to accrue, or unpaid balance
of purchase price and accrued interest, or vouchers
in lieu thereof, at the times and in the manner as here-

inbefoi'e provided, and shall also fail to so deposit

Vv'ithin thirty days after the Trust shall have given
or shall have caused to be given written notice of de-

fault and demand for payment to Gold Fields, or if
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Gold Fields shall default in the performance or ob-

servance of any other of its obligations or covenants

contained herein or in any of the leases and options

covering the properties enumerated in Schedules B,

C and D and shall fail to remedy such default within
thirty days after notice and demand to remedy, then

the Trust at its option may declare this agreement
terminated, and thereupon all the rights of Gold
Fields hereunder will cease and terminate, and in

such event the Trust will have the right to keep and
retain all moneys heretofore paid to it by Gold Fields

on account of the option herein contained as rental

for the use and occupation of the property the sub-

ject of this agreement and as consideration of the

rights conferred on Gold Fields hereby, without obli-

gation to account to Gold Fields therefor, and Gold
Fields will be without further obligation to make oth-

er or further payments to the Trust on account of

said option except payment of accrued royalties. No
other or further liability shall be imposed on Gold
Fields for breach of contract."

This whole paragraph was placed in the main

agreement for the sole benefit of the Trust, and the

right of termination given thereby is wholly optional

to the trust and the owners. This right not having

been exercised by the Trust nor by the owners, the

paragraph is without any effect in this controversy.

This point is precisely decided in Hammon Consoli-

dated Gold Fields v. Powell, 32 Fed. 2nd, 855, 857.

The reference in this paragraph and other places in

the agreement, to the words "the option" and "said

option" do not show or tend to show that the agree-

ment is not a lease, any more than the description of
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it in other places merely as "a lease," or the use of

the words "leasehold created hereby," tend to show

that it is not an option.

We contend that these contracts are just what they

state themselves to be, that is, leases of and options to

purchase the mining claims therein described. To

combine a lease for a definite term with an option is

not unusual nor uncommon. In the cases at bar, the

purchase price of the property designated as Schedule

C, being the property referable to the first cause of

action, is $616,400.00 (Tr. 86). While it is true

that the minimum annual payments amount to only

$225,000.00 (Tr. 86), still it might easily happen, if

the ground were actually dredged, as the contract

contemplated would be done, that the earned royalty

would in future years amount to a sum sufficient to

more than pay the purchase price. In such event

Gold Fields could exercise its option to purchase, and

thus avoid all future liability for earned royalty.

This is in accordance with the plain provisions of

paragraph 9 of Exhibit One (Tr. 38), and paragraph

3 of Exhibits Two and Six (Tr. 86 and 113). The

optional right to purchase was given to Gold Fields in

order that the royalty paid could in no event exceed

the optional purchase price. This optional right to

purchase would enable the defendant, Gold Fields, to
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change the lease at any time into an outright purchase

in case it became advantageous for it to do so.

On page 37 of appellant's brief, attention is called

to the fact that with reference to the property de-

scribed in Schedule D, being the second cause of ac-

tion in Cause No. 6024, and based on the subsidiary

agreement. Exhibit Six (Tr. 112), the annual pay-

ments at the end of 1935 would amount to $100,-

000.00, while the purchase price is but $80,000.00.

We can see nothing unreasonable in the situation.

The provisions of the contract, Exhibit Six, para-

graph 3 (Tr. 113), provide for the minimum annual

payments to be made only until the purchase price is

paid. Defendant would complete the full payment

of the purchase price before the end of the term of the

lease, when it would be to its advantage of course to

exercise its option to purchase, and thus avoid all

further liability.

We do not consider it necessary to answer in detail

all of the many comments of appellant's counsel on

the various paragraphs and parts of paragraphs of

the contract. Most of these comments are directed to

establishing the contention that the contracts are op-

tions. We do not deny that the contracts are options.

They are leases of and options to purchase the mining

claims described. We do not admit that they are
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options only. Such a construction would be in direct

conflict with their plain and unambiguous terms.

In discussing paragraph 36 of the contract (appel-

lant's brief, page 36), attention is again called to the

fact that the property is described as being ''under

option hereby" (Tr. 51), and to the words ''on the

ground covered by this option." This may be true,

and the property was also under lease. Much more

significant are the statements in paragraph 32 of

Exhibit One (Tr. 49), where the contract says:

"It is the intent of this agreement to grant a lease

and option for the purchase of all the right, title,

interest and estate of the Trust in and to all real and
personal property of the above described character in

said district. If by inadvertence or otherwise, any
such real or personal property has been omitted here-
from the Trust will permit Gold Fields to use and oc-

cupy the same as part of the leasehold created here-
by "

This provision is conclusive that the contracts are

leases primarily, and that the option to purchase is

merely an incident annexed thereto. A leasehold

cannot be created except by a lease.

"A 'leasehold' has been defined as an estate in realty
held under a lease." 35 C. J. 1141 and cases cited.

The property is again referred to as a leasehold in

paragraph 33 (Tr. 50). See also paragraphs 22 and

23 of Exhibit Two (Tr. 95 and 96), and paragraph

22 of Exhibit Six (Tr. 122).
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The case of Lehigh Zinc & Iron Co. v. Bamford, 150

U. S. 665, 14 Sup. Ct. R. 219, is a case directly in

point.

The agreement sued on was a mining lease and

contained an option to the lessee to purchase. Mr.

Justice Harlan said (14 Sup. Ct. R. 221)

:

''Looking at all the provisions of the lease, it is

clear that the defendant engaged to pay as rent in

each year the royalties fixed in the lease, and if in

any year the royalties fell below the sum of $1,000 it

was to make up the deficit, so that the latter sum
should, in any event, be paid annually as rent. The
defendant took the chance of a failure to find ore in

sufficient quantities to justify working the mines, and
the plaintiffs took the chance of not obtaining more
than $1,000 annually during the existence of the lease

for the use of buildings and fixtures that had cost

them more than $60,000. To secure the payment
annually of at least $1,000, the right was reserved to

the plaintiffs to terminate the lease if the company
failed in any year to pay that sum as rent. And that
the company might get the advantage of any develop-
ments indicating that the leased premises were of

substantial value, the exclusive privilege was reserved
to it of purchasing them at any time while the lease

remained in force for the price of $125,000. The
rulings of the circuit court were in harmony with
these views."

A judgment for the minimum royalty was affirmed.

This case cannot in our opinion, upon the point under

discussion, be distinguished from the case at bar.

Neither can the case of Moxhum v. Sherwood Co.,

267 Fed. 781 (C. C. A.) be so distinguished. In this
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case the contract sued on was a lease of and option

to purchase undeveloped mining property. For

brevity we quote the fourth paragraph of the syllabus

as follows

:

"Under a lease for royalty on ores produced, with
a stated minimum, for 20 years, unless sooner term-
inated under its provisions, which gave the lessee no
option to terminate the lease, except by purchase of

the property, but did give the lessor the option to

terminate at the end of 5 years, or to extend for 15
years, the lessor was not bound at the end of 5 years
to terminate or extend, but could allow the lease to

continue, and collect the minimum royalty thereunder
after the expiration of the 5 years, until he did elect

to terminate the lease."

In support of its decision, the court cites the fol-

lo\ving cases:

Lehigh Zinc & Iron Co. v. Bamford, 150 U. S. 665,
672, 14 Sup. Ct. 219; Berg v. Enckson, 234 Fed.
817, 148 C. C. A. 415, L. R. A. 1917A, 648; Abbott
V. S7nith, 19 D. C. 600; Benvind-White Coal Mining
Co. V. Martin, 124 Fed. 313, 60 C. C. A. 27 ; McDoivell
r. Hendrii\ 67 Ind. 513; Consolidated Coal Co. v.

Peers, 150 111. 344, 37 N. E. 937; A^. Y. Coal Co. v.

New Pittsburgh Coal Co., 86 Ohio St. 140, 99 N. E.
198; and Laivson v. Williawson Coal & Coke Co., 61
W. Va. 669, 57 S. E. 258.

The case of Moxharn v. Sherivood Co. is a complete

answer to the contention that a lease of min-

eral lands for a definite period with a fixed mini-

mum royalty can be terminated by the lessees at will,

or by reason of not finding the ore values they an-
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ticipated. The court points out that by the great

weight of authority, especially of the Federal Courts,

such a contract cannot be set aside or avoided, on the

ground of implied condition (267 Fed. 784). It is

also to be observed that in Moxham v. Sherwood Co.

the lessees had the option to purchase the property

and thus terminate the lease.

Another case equally conclusive upon the subject

under discussion is Berwind-White Coal Min. Co. v.

Martin, 124 Fed. (C. C. A.) 313, in which the court

states the facts as follows

:

"According to the declaration, the plaintiff sues
for certain unpaid coal royalties claimed to be due
on an agreement of mine lease entered into with the

defendant in January, 1891. A copy of the lease is

attached, and shows that it was for the term of 10
years, with the option of renewing for a like term,
and gave the defendant company the right to mine
and dispose of all the coal in a certain vein under-
lying a tract of land in Cambria county. Pa., the

defendant convenanting on its part to pay a royalty
of 10 cents a ton on all coal mined and shipped, and,
except under certain conditions, to mine after the first

year not less than 75,000 tons per annum, and as
much more as practicable, paying royalty on the quan-
tity named, whether mined or not; the royalty paid
on coal not mined in any year to be credited on the
excess, if any, above the minimum mined subsequent-
ly. It was further averred that the defendant took
possession under the lease, opened a mine in the vein,
and began the mining and shipping of coal therefrom
during the first year; but that during the next and
subsequent years it neither mined nor paid for the
minimum, nor any part of it. The plaintiff there-
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upon claimed the yearly royalty of $7,500 for nine
years, covering the period from January, 1892, to

January, 1901, inclusive, amounting to $67,500, a
credit of $100 a year for seven years being allowed
as the rent of a house and stable erected on the land.

The trial judge sustained this claim in full, including
interest, and gave judgment for the plaintiff for

$86,586.34
"

The court then proceeds (124 Fed. 315) :

'The absolute character of the obligation in such

cases is well shown by the authorities," citing among
other American and English cases the following:

Bamford v. Lehigh Zinc Company, (C. C.) 33 Fed.

677, affirmed in 150 U. S. 665, 14 Sup. Ct. 219, 37

L. Ed. 1215; Johnston v. Cowan, 59 Pa. 275; Kemble
Coal & Iron Company v. Scott, 90 Pa. 332 ; Marquis
of Bute v. Thompson, 13 Mees. & Wellsby, 487;

Jervis v. Thompkinson, 1 Hurls. & Norm. 195; Phil-

lips v. Jones, 9 Simons, 519 ; Jeffreys v. Fairs, L. R.

4 Chan. Div. 448; Wharton v. Stoutenburgh, 46 N.

J. Law, 151; Gilmore v. Ontario Iron Company, 86

N. Y. 455; Tod v. Stambaugh, 37 Ohio St. 469; Mc-
Dowell v. Hendrix, 67 Ind. 513 ; Central Appalachian
Company v. Buchanan, 73 Fed. 1006, 20 C. C. A. 33;

Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company v. Wright,

177 Pa. 387, 35 Atl. 919.

Whether a certain contract is or constitutes a

lease of mines, mining claims or mining property has

frequently been before the courts. In the United

States V. Gratiot et al, 14 Peters, 526, the Supreme

Court of the United States considered the question.

Congress has enacted a law providing among other

things that "The President of the United States shall

be and is hereby authorized to lease any lead mine
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which has been or may hereafter be discovered in

Indiana Territory for a term not exceeding five

years." The contract entered into with Gratiot and

his associates under the authority of this act was

denominated ''License for Smelting." It contained no

technical words of demise, was for the period of one

year only, and authorized the lessees to smelt lead ore

at the United States lead mines on the Upper Mis-

sissippi. The question to be decided was stated by

the court to be "Is this contract a lease within the

meaning of the law?" Mr. Justice Thompson, in the

opinion of the court, says (14 Pet. 538)

:

"This contract purports to be a license for smelting
lead ore, and it is objected that this is not a lease

within the meaning of the act of Congress. But this

objection is not well founded. It is a contract for one
year, and, of course, within the time limited by the

law, which gives to the President authority to lease

for five years. Is it, then, a lease? The legal under-
standing of a lease for years is a contract for the

possession and profits of land for a determinate
period, with the recompense of rent. The contract
in question is strictly within this definition. The
business of smelting is a part of the operation of

mining, although it may be a distinct branch from
that of digging the ore; but the law ought not to be
so construed as to require the whole operation to be
embraced in the same contract. They are different

operations, requiring different qualifications, and dis-

tinct regulations. This contract is for the possession
of land. The work is to be performed at the United
States lead mines, and must, of course, be performed
within the limits prescribed by law to be attached
to such mines. And there is an express permission
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to use as much fuel as is necessary to carry on the

smelting business, and to cultivate as much land as

will suffice to furnish teams, etc., with provender;

and there is an express reservation of the rent of six

pounds of every hundred pounds of lead smelted, with
special and particular stipulation for securing the

same. It is not necessary that the rent should be in

money. If received in kind, it is rent, in contempla-

tion of law."

In Waskey v. Chambers, 224 U. S. 564, 32 Sup.

Ct. R. 597, leases of mining claims were involved.

The leases were for two years and the lessee of the

claim agreed to enter and work the claim and to pay

the owners 30 per cent of the gold and precious min-

erals extracted. The Supreme Court held the con-

tracts were not only leases, but were conveyances as

well, and entitled to the protection of the recording

acts.

To the effect that the contracts in the case at bar

are leases, reference is also made to the following

cases: Halla v. Rogers (C. C. A.), 176 Fed. 709;

Raynolds v. Hanna, 55 Fed. 783; Northern Light

Mining Co. v. Blue Goose Mining Co., 25 Cal. App.

282, 143 Pac. 540.

That the contracts. Exhibits One, Two and Six are

leases may also be conclusively shown by the usual

general definitions of what constitutes a lease. In

35 C. J., Sec. 400, p. 1146, we find the following:
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'The instrument usually contains the name of the

parties, a description of the demised property, a pro-

vision for possession by the lessee, a designation of

the term, and the amount of rent with the terms of

payment. But a provision for the payment of rent

is not usually regarded as a necessary element of a
lease. No particular form of words is necessary to

create a lease, and whatever is sufficient to explain

the intent of the parties that one shall divest himself
of the possession, and the other come into it, for a
determinate time, amounts to a lease. But the exist-

ence of the intention that one party shall divest him-
self of the possession and that the other shall come
into possession is necessary, and an instrument which
does not purport to pass any interest, or to create any
estate, in the premises involved, will not ordinarily
he regarded as a lease. In general, any agreement
under which one person obtains the right of enjoy-
ment of the property of another, with the latter's

consent, and in subordination to his right, may create

the relation of landlord and tenant."

This quotation is a complete answer to the sug-

gestion on page 25 of appellant's brief that the con-

tracts are not leases because the technical words

''lease" or "let" are not used. As pointed out in 35 C.

J., p. 1148, certain operative words are frequently used

in leases, but are not at all necessary. Leases with a

guaranteed minimum royalty are a very common form

of contract. In Moxham v. Sherivood Co., 267 Fed. 781,

784, cited supra, it is stated in the opinion that more

than 80 such cases were cited by counsel. In 40 C.

J., p. 1029, Sec. 636, it is said:
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''It is usual for mining leases, especially in the coal

mining regions, in reserving a royalty to the lessor

to contain a provision for the payment to the lessor

of a sum variously known as a 'minimum royalty'

or as a 'dead' or 'sleeping' rent, that is, to fix a mini-
mum amount to be mined or a minimum royalty to

be paid in any event v^ithin certain fixed periods, in

which case the amount so fixed must be paid, although
no mining is done or the royalty at the agreed rate

on what is actually mined is less than the mini-
mum. . .

." 40 C. J., 1029, Sec. 636, and cases cited.

Counsel in several places in their brief argue that

the contracts are not leases because the total rent

or royalty reserved may constitute the purchase price.

It is possible, as we have pointed out, that if plaintiff

Gold Fields did not exercise its option to purchase, the

royalty might, in the case of actual working, exceed

the purchase price. But in any event the fact that

the amount of royalty reserved and the purchase price

might be the same in amount presents no legal diffi-

culty.

Davis V. Robert, 89 Alabama 402, 18 Am. St. R.

126, was a case of a lease of a farm for ten years for

a rent of $150 per year. The contract provided that

if the rent were paid for the 10 years, the owner

would make a deed without further charge. Held

valid. The court said:

"A covenant in an agreement of lease by which

the lessor agrees that the lessee shall have the option

to purchase at a fixed price on or before the expiration
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of the term is supported by a valuable consideration.

Linn v. McLean, 85 Ala. 250 ; Hawralty v. Warren, 18
N. J. Eq. 124, 90 Am. Dec. 613. And it is well

settled that parties may contract in reference to land
with the option of treating it as a sale or lease. Wil-
kinson V. Roper, 74 Ala. 140. There is no legal

difficulty in the lessors stipulating that if a fixed

annual rent is paid for a term of years, it shall con-

stitute full payment of the purchase money, and en-
title the lessee to a conveyance."

The case of Couch et al. v. Welsh (Utah), 66 Pac.

600, is directly in point, that a lease with an option

annexed is still a lease and creates the relation of

landlord and tenant. The court says (66 Pac. 601) :

''Rent is reserved by way of royalty, and the man-
ner of its payment stipulated. Forfeiture and sur-

render of possession are provided for in the event of

a failure on the part of the lessees to perform any
of the covenants of the lease to be performed by them.
These are elements of a lease. In fact, an examina-
tion of the instrument shows that the evident design
of the lessors was to lease the mining claims and
grant to the lessees the privilege to purchase them,
and the mere fact that the agreement also contains a
covenant granting the 'privilege of purchasing' the
demised premises does not destroy its character as a
lease. Nor is such a covenant inimical to the exist-

ence of the relation of landlord and tenant between
the parties prior to the exercise of the privilege.

18 Am. & Eng. Enc. Law (2nd Ed.) 169; Clifford v.

Gressinger, 96 Ga. 789, 22 S. E. 399; Nobles v. Mc-
Carty, 61 Miss. 456; Hartwell v. Black, 48 111. 301
Barrett v. Johnson, 2 Ind. App. 25, 27 N. E. 983
Crinkley v. Egerton, 113 N. C. 444, 18 S. E. 669
Holbrook v. Chamberlin, 116 Mass. 155, 77 Am. Rep.
146. Nor does the fact that the contract provides
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for the payment of royalty, instead of rent in money,
change the character of the instrument, or prevent the

creation of the relation of landlord and tenant. Rent
may be made payable otherwise than in money. 2 Bl.

Comm. 41."

Leiiigh Zinc & Iron Co. v. Bamford, 150 U. S. 665,

14 Sup. Ct. R. 219, and Moxham v. Sherwood, 267

Fed. 781 (C. C. A.) were both cases where op-

tions to purchase were annexed to mineral leases

without affecting their character as leases, or the

liability of the lessee to pay the minimum royalty re-

served and agreed to be paid.

For the sake of brevity, we have not attempted to

answer every comment made by appellant's counsel

on the different paragraphs of the contracts. Most

of these comments are directed to their attempt to

show that the contracts are options to purchase. We
admit that the contracts are options to purchase, but

think we have shown that the contracts are also valid

leases for a definite term at a specific minimum

royalty, which the defendant promised and agreed

to pay and for which defendant is liable.

The contention that a mining lease is not a lease

because an option to purchase is coupled with it in

the same instrument is not only logically unsound,

but is wholly unsupported by any authority, as is

likewise the contention that the lessee can surrender
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the option and by so doing end his liability as a

lessee.

The main agreement, as well as the subsidiary

ones, contains other positive and distinct covenants

which are entirely at variance with the idea that the

contract is an option only. Paragraph 13 of Exhibit

One provides (Tr. 40) :

''In addition to the said dredge Gold Fields will in-

stall upon any part of the mining ground enumerated
in Schedules A, B, C and D, in such location as it

shall deem to be advisable, one mining dredge of the

continuous bucket type, having buckets of nine cubic

foot capacity but otherwise of such power, plan and
dimensions as it shall deem to be advisable, and will

provide the power necessary for its operation, and
will cause such dredge to be complete and in a condi-

tion to operate at the opening of the mining season
in the year 1925."

If the instrument is a mere option which Gold

Fields may withdraw from and cancel at will, why

a positive covenant to install a large and expensive-

dredge on the property "^o be complete and in a con-

dition to operate at the opening of the mining season

of 1925'' 1 This point is further illustrated by Sec-

tion 14 of the main agreement, reading as follows

(Tr. 41):

''If it shall appear from prospecting and examina-
tion to be complete in the year 1924 that there is

ground of sufficient area, depth and value in the min-
ing claims enumerated in Schedules A, B, C and D
to warrant the installation of a dredge in addition to
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that mentioned in Article 13, then Gold Fields shall

install under the conditions mentioned in said article,

one additional dredge which shall be complete and in

a condition to operate at the opening of the mining
season in the year 1926."

In order to limit to a certain extent the very bind-

ing covenant of paragraphs 13 and 14 just quoted,

there is added in paragraph 15 the following (Tr.

41):

''The primary purpose of the dredges hereinbefore
mentioned in Articles 13 and 14 shall be to mine the

mining grounds herein enumerated in Schedules A, B,

C and D, but nothing herein contained shall be con-

strued as obligating Gold Fields to work the said

dredges or either of them exclusively or continuously
on the said mining ground, but Gold Fields will have
the right, if, when and as often as, in its discretion, it

considers the removal of said dredges or either of them
from the said ground to other ground owned or con-

trolled by Gold Fields to be necessary or advisable, to

remove said dredges or either of them for such pur-
pose, ..."

Why the necessity of so guarding Gold Fields' lia-

bility, if the instrument was a mere option, and creat-

ed no definite liability on defendant's part? The above

quoted paragraphs 13 and 14, containing express co-

venants to do certain things costing immense sums

of money, have no place in an instrument which is a

mere option, with a permissive right only to work

and mine the property. This court, in the former

case, Hammon Consolidated Gold Fields v. Poivell, 32
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Fed. 2nd, 855, has given its opinion that the agree-

ments sued on are leases. Rudkin, Circuit Judge,

says (32 Fed. 2nd, 856) :

''Because of the different modes of application

under different circumstances, it would be somewhat
difficult to classify the payments when first made;
but if they are to be classified at all, we think they
were nearer akin to rental than to purchase money.
The appellant was granted the use and occupation of
the mining property, coupled with the right to extract
and remove ore therefrom, and the agreement con-

tained many other covenants to be kept and performed
by the respective parties, having little or no relation

to the option to purchase, such as a covenant on the

part of the owners not to engage in mining in the

Cape Nome district or to acquire any mining property
therein during the life of the lease."

From all these considerations we conclude that the

agreements sued on are binding leases for a definite

term, and shall so assume in our subsequent argu-

ment.

II.

THE RIGHT TO TERMINATE THE LEASES CREATED BY
THE CONTRACTS, IS WHOLLY OPTIONAL TO THE PLAIN-
TIFF AND TO THE TRUST. THIS IS THE TRUE MEANING
AND LEGAL EFFECT OF PARAGRAPH 27 OF THE CON-
TRACT EXHIBIT ONE, AND PARAGRAPH 17 OF THE CON-
TRACTS EXHIBITS TWO AND SIX.

This paragraph has just been quoted on pages 19 and

20 of this brief, and is for that reason not repeated

here. Paragraph 27 of Exhibit One (Tr. 46), and para-
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graph 17 of Exhibits Two and Six, are identical in

substance (Tr. 92, 93, and 120). These paragraphs

relate only to termination of the leases by the lessors

at their option, and are entirely for the benefit of the

lessors. This is well settled by the authorities.

Western Utiion Telegraph Co. v. Brown, 253 U. S.

101, reversing Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Lange,

248 Fed. 656.

Stewart v. GHffith, 217 U. S. 323;

Higbee et al. v. Marietta et al. (Penn.), 284
Pa. 272, 131 Atl. 235;

Lawson et ux. v. Williamson Coal & Coke Co.

(W. Va.), 57 S. E. 258;

Jiulian Peto'oleiim Coi^joration v. Courtney
Petroleum Co. (C. C. A.), 22 Fed. 2nd 360;

Bohart v. Rejmhlic Investment Co. (Kan.), 30

Pac. 180.

The lease in the case of Lehigh Zinc & Iron Co. v.

Bamfoo^d, 150 U. S. 665, 14 Sup. Ct. R. 219, already

cited, contained a provision stated by Mr. Justice

Harlan as follows:

'*To secure the payment annually of at least $1,000,

the right was reserved to the plaintiffs to terminate
the lease if the company failed in any year to pay
that sum as rent."

This provision was by the Supreme Court not con-

sidered as in any way affecting the liability for the
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minimum royalty reserved by the lease. In fact,

it is not even discussed in the opinion.

The case of Higbee et at. v. Marietta et al, 284 Pa.

272, 131 Atl. 235, is exactly in point. The suit was

for minimum royalties upon a coal mining lease. As

stated by the court the eleventh paragraph of the

lease provided (131 Atl. 235) :

" 'In case the lessees shall be in default in the pay-
ment of two installments of said monthly royalties,

. . . and such default shall continue for 30 days
after notice thereof to them, . . . then, in any such
event, their rights hereunder shall automatically
cease, . . . and thereupon the lessor shall have the
right to re-enter and take possession of the said
mine,' either voluntarily or by virtue of an amicable
action and judgment in ejectment, provided for in the
lease."

Of this provision the court said

:

*'It will be observed that the only rights which were
to 'automatically cease' were those of the lessees. Be-
cause of this, they could mine no more coal until they
had paid up a\M arrearages (McKean Natural Gas
Co. V. Wolcott, 254 Pa. 323, 326, 98 A. 955), pend-
ing which the lessor was to 'have the right to re-

enter and take possession of the said mine'; but
neither by the terms of the lease, nor by any principle

of law, was he required so to do ; hence if he did not
the tenancy and liability for royalties continued.
The provision quoted was for his benefit, and he alone
could avail himself of it (Wills v. Manufacturers'
Natural Gas Co., 130 Pa. 222, 18 A. 721, 5 L. R. A.
603), the lessees not being 'allowed to take advantage
of [their] own wrong, or to set up [their] own
default, to work a forfeiture of [their] own con-
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tract.' Ray v. West Penna. Natural Gas Co., 138 Pa.

576, 589, 20 A. 1065, 1066 (12 L. R. A. 290, 21 Am.
St. Rep. 922)."

As authority in their favor, counsel for appellant

cite and quote from the case of Western Union Tele-

graph Co. v. Lange, (9th C. C. A.), 248 Fed. 656,

which was reversed by the Supreme Court in Western

Union Telegraph Co. v. Brown, 253 U. S. 101, 40

Sup. Ct. R. 460 (appellant's brief 53-54). It is

claimed by counsel that the decision of the court of

appeals was reversed because the subject matter of

the contract was mining stock and not mines or

mining claims. While the Supreme Court did com-

ment on this fact, the actual decision was placed on

the ground that the forfeiture clause in the contract

was wholly for the benefit of the seller and could not

avail the buyer to terminate the contract. The sub-

stance of the forfeiture and termination clause is

stated in the opinion by Mr. Justice Day, as follows

(253 U. S. 105) :

".
. . . under the agreement, .... it was fur-

ther agreed that in event of default by Hastings and
Lange the bank should be authorized, under the terms
of such deposit in escrow, to deliver all the shares
of stock so deposited with it to Pitt and Campbell,
and all payments theretofore made by Hastings and
Lange should be forfeited to Pitt and Campbell, and
that thereupon all rights of each of the parties should
forever cease and terminate."
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Of this provision in the contract the Supreme Court

says (253 U. S. Ill):

''It is true the stock is to be deposited with the bank
in escrow, and it is authorized to deliver the same to

Pitt and Campbell upon default in payment. The
findings do not show whether Pitt and Campbell took
back the stock upon default of subsequent payments.
There was no understanding that Pitt and Campbell
should take back the stock when the payments were
not made, and no agreement which put it in the power
of the purchasers to relieve themselves of the obliga-

tions of their contract by failing to keep up the pay-
ments. The right of Pitt and Campbell to receive

the stock from the bank and end the contract was
stipulated; it was a provision inserted for their bene-
fit, of which they might avail themselves at their elec-

tion.

"In our opinion Stewart v. Griffith, 217 U. S. 323,

30 Sup. Ct. 528, 54 L. Ed. 782, 19 Ann. Cas. 639,
is controlling upon this point."

There is no foundation for the theory that a for-

feiture clause in a contract is to be construed differ-

ently when the subject matter of the contract is min-

ing property than it would be construed if the subject

matter thereof were other real estate or personal

property. No authority sustains such a distinction

and a recent decision of this court indicates con-

clusively that no such distinction exists. Julian

Petroleum Corporation v. Courtney Petroleum Co.

(C. C. A. Ninth Circuit), 22 Fed. 2nd, 360.

Appellant's counsel lay great stress upon the last

sentence of paragraph 27 of the contract, Exhibit
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One, which says: "No other or further liability shall

be imposed on Gold Fields for breach of contract"

(appellant's brief, pp. 44, 45). This sentence must,

however, be taken in connection with the preceding

sentence, where it is stated that in case the contract

is declared forfeited by the Trust (the "Owner" in

Exhibits Two and Six) at its option. Gold Fields will

be absolved from all liability except payment of ac-

crued royalties. The whole of paragraph 27 must be

construed together, and when so construed, provides

only for remedies in event the Trust or Owner, at its

or his option, shall declare the contract forfeited.

As already pointed out, there is no provision what-

ever in any of the contracts giving the right to Gold

Fields to terminate the leases, and we think it plain

that Section 27 cannot be construed to provide the

exclusive, or any, remedy for a situation not au-

thorized or contemplated by any provision of the con-

tracts.

The provisions of paragraphs 28 and 29 of Exhibit

One (Tr. 47, 48) clearly indicate that it was never in-

tended or contemplated that Gold Fields should have

the right to terminate the contract. These para-

graphs give valuable rights to Gold Fields, but only

in case of the termination of the contract by the

Trust, and no provision is made in the contract re-
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serving these rights to Gold Fields in case Gold

Fields itself should terminate the contract. These

rights reserved in case the Trust should exercise its

option to forfeit the contract are to remove "All

dredges, tools, equipment, apparatus, buildings, struc-

tures and property of every nature, whether fixed or

movable, owned by Gold Fields and on the ground at

the time of such termination. . .
." (Paragraph 28,

Tr. 47). The words ''such termination" refer to

termination of the contract as provided in the pre-

ceding section at the Trust's option. The next para-

graph of the contract, 29 (Tr. 48), provides ''If this

agreement shall be so terminated by the Trust" that

Gold Fields will surrender up the property to the

Trust and the Owner, and Gold Fields in such case is

given a right of way to dig its dredges off the leased

ground during the ensuing year.

We submit that these provisions of the contract

conclusively show that Gold Fields has no right to

terminate the leases. If such right of termination

were intended to be given to Gold Fields, it is certain

that Gold Fields would have caused to be inserted in

the contract appropriate clauses giving Gold Fields

in such case the correlative right to remove its prop-

erty from the leased premises and to dig its dredges

off the same.
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We cannot see how the long quotation from Lind-

ley on Mines, 3rd Ed., pp. 2123, 2124 (appellant's

brief, page 50) has any bearing on the question under

discussion. The learned author, to use his own lan-

guage, is discussing only ''options to purchase, work-

ing bonds or executory contracts of sale" and not con-

tracts which are binding leases for a definite term

on a minimum royalty basis. The remarks of the

author have no tendency to show that a provision

in a lease giving a right of forfeiture to a lessor,

gives the lessee also the right of terminating the lease.

Upon this paragraph of the contract providing for

forfeiture only at the option of the plaintiff (or the

Trust), appellant's counsel have attempted to build

an argument that the parties to this action agreed

upon an exclusive remedy in case of a default by the

defendant. If this remedy was to be exclusive, it

would not have been stated to be at the option of the

Trust and the plaintiff. We do not consider a de-

tailed discussion of all the authorities cited to this

point, on page 43 of plaintiff's brief, to be necessary.

The case of Richardson v. Dell, 245 Mo. 317, 149 S.

W. 15, cited on page 36 (also page 46) of appellant's

brief, is easily distinguishable from the case at bar.

In the Richardson case the contract provided that the

failure of the buyer to make certain payments should

"immediately and ipso facto render this contract and
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conveyance null and void and of no legal effect what-

ever," and that all prior payments and all further

rights of the buyer under the agreement should be

forfeited (149 S. W. 17). The Supreme Court of

Missouri based its decision on the words ^Hpso facto/'

which the court held was "a conclusive expression

of the intention of the parties to stipulate that no

action of either shall be required to bring about the

result, and that the purchaser might at any time

discontinue his payments at the cost of the forfeiture

absolutely of what it had already paid" (149 S. W.

20).

The case of McHenry v. Mitchell, 219 Pa. 297, 68

Atl. 729, cited in appellant's brief on pages 36 and 51,

is also easily distinguished from the cases at bar. In

the McHenry case the clause in the contract relied

on read : ^'That in case payment is not made as here-

inbefore stipulated then this agreement to be null and

voiJd and of no effect whatever and all parties hereto-

to be released from all liability herein.^' (68 Atl.

730). The court held that this provision made the

contract optional and not an outright sale. The same

result would follow in the cases at bar if the agree-

ment, Exhibit One, contained a provision that in case

Gold Fields failed to make any payment ''all parties

hereto to be released from all liability hereunder.
'^
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But no such provision is anywhere to be found in the

main or subsidiary agreements.

We consider it very pertinent to compare the de-

cisions in Richardson v. Dell and McHenry v. Mitchell

supra, just commented on, v^ith Lawson v. Williajnson

Coal & Coke Co. (W. Va.), 57 S. E. 258, where a

mining lease providing for a minimum royalty con-

tained this provision:

"Fourteenth. In case the lessee shall fail to com-
ply with the provisions of this lease as to the pay-

ment of royalties, or as to the development of said

property, then this lease shall become forfeited and
utterly void."

The court held that termination or forfeiture o^ i\\^

lease could only be claimed by the lessor, and the

lessee was liable for the rent. A long line of au-

thorities are cited (57 S. E. 260).

Appellant in the former case {Hammon Consoli-

dated Gold Fields v. Powell, 32 Fed. 2nd 855), strenu-

ously made the same contention, that paragraph 27 of

Exhibit One (Tr. 46), declared the sole remedy for

any breach of the agreement. But this court ex-

pressly denied this contention, holding squarely that

said paragraph 27 only applied in event the Trust at

its option terminated the contract. Referring to para-

graph 27, this court said: "It is entirely plain that

the latter pi^ovision applied only in case the right of
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forfeiture tvas exercised by the appellee.'^ (32 Fed.

2nd 855, 857).

III.

THE CONTENTION THAT THE AGREEMENTS ARE AM-
BIGUOUS AND MUST BE CONSTRUED IN FAVOR OF DE-

FENDANT IS NOT APPLICABLE. THE AGREEMENTS ARE
NOT AMBIGUOUS.

The decision of this court in Hammon Consolidated

Gold Fields v. Poivell, 32 Fed. 2nd 855, would seem

to be a complete answer to the contention of appellant

that the agreements sued on are ambiguous. On page

857 Rudkin, Circuit Judge, says of this very agree-

ment:

''It does not aid us to say that the subject-matter

of the agreement was mining property, or that the

agreement itself was only an option, for these are

mere aids to interpretation, and if the language of

the agreement is plain and free from ambiguity, as

we think it is, there is no room for construction."

It may be true that an ambiguity in a lease should

be construed against the lessor, as was decided in

Gates V. W. B. Hutchinson Inv. Co., 88 Wn. 522, 153

Pac. 322, and other authorities cited on pages 58 and

59 of plaintiff's brief. To obtain any advantage of

this doctrine, appellant must first admit that the in-

strument is a lease. To say that a lease is ambiguous

and therefore not a lease is not logical or sound, and

is not supported by authority. On page 57 of appel-
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lant's brief, attention is called to the large sums of

money, possibly $800,000, for which appellant may be

liable if the contracts sued on are held to be leases.

It is true that $800,000 is a large sum of money, but

the transactions involved in the agreements sued on

are large transactions, from which appellant un-

doubtedly expected to make large profits. That the

contracts were drawn with great care is obvious.

Where it plainly appears, as it does here, that Gold

Fields entered into a binding lease, the fact that the

sums required to be paid are large affords no reason

why the lessee should escape liability. What is said in

Moxham v. Sherwood Co., 267 Fed. (C. C. A.) 781,

cited supra, is applicable to the situation. The judg-

ment for minimum royalty in that case was $269,-

965.59. In concluding the opinion in that case, the

court said (267 Fed. 787) :

''It is of course unfortunate for plaintiff that he
should be compelled to pay such a large sum for some-
thing he did not get; but we are convinced, after care-

ful study of the record, that he bound himself with
intention and understanding to a contract of chance,

and therefore cannot justly complain because it turned
out that he made a bad bargain."

And in Berwiiid White Coal Min. Co. v. Martin, 124

Fed. 313 (C. C. A.), where the judgment for minimum

royalty was $86,586.34, the court said

:

"Our conclusion, therefore, is that the plaintiff is

entitled to all that has been awarded him. It cer-
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tainly would be most disturbing to the obligation of

mine leases if we should hold, as we are urged to do,

that the defendant company, after covenanting to pay
a definite minimum royalty so unqualifiedly as it did,

can only be required to settle for the difference after

allowing for and deducting the uncertain value of the

coal in place which it undertook to mine, and might
have, but did not."

IV.

THE CONTRACTS SUED ON BEING BINDING LEASES FOR
THE DEFINITE TERM ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1935, IT

FOLLOWS THAT THE LESSEE COULD NOT TERMINATE OR
SURRENDER THEM WITHOUT THE LESSORS' CONSENT.
APPELLANT UNCONDITIONALLY PROMISED TO PAY THE
ROYALTY and/or MINIMUM ANNUAL PAYMENTS FALL-
ING DUE DECEMBER IST, 1928, AND CANNOT ESCAPE
LIABILITY BY ABANDONING POSSESSION.

Having shown from the language of the agreements

sued on, and abundant and precise authority, that

the said agreements are binding leases for a definite

term, it follows that appellant could not terminate and

surrender the leases without the lessee's consent

(Beall V. White, 94 U. S. 382). According to the

settled law of Landlord and Tenant, "when a tenant

abandons the premises without just cause and refuses

to pay rent, the landlord may either treat the term as

still subsisting, and sue for the installments of rent

reserved as they accrue ; or, treating the lease as term-

inated by the tenant's breach, re-enter and sue for

damages for the breach."
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Brown v. Hayes, 92 Wn. 300, 159 Pac. 89;

Bradbury v. Higginson, 162 Cal. 602, 123 Pac.

797;

Viterbo v. Friedlander, 120 U. S. 707;

Jones, Landlord and Tenant, Sec. 549.

In the case at bar, plaintiff has elected to sue for

the installment due.

Even more precise authority that in cases such as this

a lessee can not refuse to work the property leased and

lawfully refuse to make the agreed minimum pay-

ments, is to be found in the following cases, already

cited and quoted from:

Lehigh Zinc & Iron Co. v. Bam ford, 150 U. S.

665; 14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 219;

Moxham v. Sherwood Co., 267 Fed. (C. C. A.)

781;

Be rwind White Coal Mining Co. v. Martin,

124 Fed. (C. C. A.) 313.

^

V.

THE TRUSTEES OF THE NOME DREDGING TRUST HAD
BOTH EXPRESS AND IMPLIED POWER AND AUTHORITY
UNDER THE TRUST INDENTURE TO EXECUTE THE MAIN
LEASE AGREEMENT, EXHIBIT ONE. THE STATED EXPIRA-

TION OF THE TRUST IS THEREFORE NOT MATERIAL.

The Trust indenture is set forth in the answer

(Tr. 233 to 247) and is admitted by the reply. This
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indenture or agreement creating the Nome Dredging

Trust contains the following provisions giving ex-

press and implied power and authority to the trus-

tees :

In the paragraph numbered "1st" in the intro-

ductory part of the agreement, E. E. Powell, Trus-

tee, the creator of the trust, agrees (Tr. 233) ''to

assign, transfer, set over and convey to said parties

of the second part as trustees" of the Nome Dredging

Trust certain real and personal property therein par-

ticularly described and which is the same personal

and real property which is described in Schedule ''A"

to the lease and option Exhibit One to Plaintiff's com-

plaint. After a detailed description of said real and

personal property, the trust agreement continues

:

'To be held by said second parties, as Trustees, for

the purpose of holding, managing and operating such
property, and such other property, real and personal,

as they may acquire, as such Trustees; also such
other business as they may deem advisable, and for

the benefit of the cestuis que trustent hereunder ; also

for the purpose of selling or contracting to sell any
or all of such property, for such amount or amounts,
and upon such terms as said Trustees may deem
best." (Tr. 238.)

In the paragraph numbered "2nd" in the prelimin-

ary part of said agreement, the trustees agree:

"The said second parties hereto hereby agree to

act as Trustees, in regard to and in relation to said

properties, and the business incident to the same, and
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hereby accept said trust according to the stipulations

and limitations hereinafter declared, and hereby agree
that they will hold and manage said property trans-
ferred to them, as well as any other property which
they may acquire as Trustees, together with the pro-

ceeds thereof, in trust, to manage and dispose of the

same for the benefit of the cestuis que triistent or

beneficiaries, according to the agreement hereinafter
made, in the manner and subject to the stipulations

herein contained, according to the Articles of the

following Declaration of Trust, to-wit:" (Tr. 238.)

Other articles of said trust agreement showing the

power and authority of the trustees are:

^'Article VI: The Trustees shall hold the legal

title to all property acquired hereunder, and shall have
and exercise exclusive control and management of the
same. They shall, as Trustees, assume all contracts
for and all obligations and liabilities in connection
with or growing out of the business to the extent and
value of such business, but said Trustees are not per-
sonally to be liable therefor." (Tr. 240.)

''Article VIII: The Trustees shall have the power
to collect, sue foi*, receive and receipt for all sums of

money at any time due to the Trustees; to employ
counsel, to begin, prosecute, defend and settle suits

at law, in equity or otherwise, and to compromise or
refer to arbitration anv claim in favor or against
the Trustees." (Tr. 240.)

''Article XIX: The ownership of shares hereun-
der shall ipfio facto cause the owner thereof to be a
party to this agreement and entitled to his equity,

but shall not entitle the shareholder to any legal title

in or to the trust or trusts property whatsoever, or
the right to call for a pailition or division of the
same, or any voice in it? management or control there-

of in any manner whatsoever." (Tr. 243.)

"Article XXII: The Trustees shall have full

power to sell, let, mortgage, hypothecate, encumber,
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exchange or otherwise dispose of all or any of the

trust property or real estate or personal property
at any time held by them as Trustees, and to re-

invest the proceeds thereof. They shall have the pow-
er to borrow from time to time any money they deem
advisable and to execute and sign the obligations of

the Trustees therefor, also at their discretion to issue

bills, notes, bonds, mortgages, debentures and other
evidences of fixed and certain amounts of indebted-

ness." (Tr. 244.)

"Article XXIII : Any contract, deed, conveyance,
certificate, affidavit, paper or document signed by
the President or Vice-President, and attested by the

Secretary or Assistant Secretary as such officers of

said Trustees, shall be evidence of authority in favor
of any third party, dealing in good faith with the

Trustees, that the act is within the power of the Trus-
tees or other officers to execute." (Tr. 244.)

''Article XXIV: This Trust shall terminate after

the expiration of five (5) years, at which time the

then Board of Trustees shall proceed to wind up its

affairs, liquidate its assets and distribute the same
among the holders of the shares." (Tr. 245.)

"Article XXV : At the termination of this trust,

the board of Trustees, for the purpose of winding up
their affairs and liquidating the assets of the trust,

shall continue in office until such duties have been
fully performed." ( Tr. 245.

)

Nome Dredging Trust, under the authorities, is a

pure trust and not a partnership. The shareholders

or beneficiaries have no power or control over its

property or business under any circumstances what-

ever. The legal nature of this form of business or-

ganization is stated by the Supreme Court of the

United States as follows

:
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"The 'Massachusetts Trust' is a form of business
organization, common in that state, consisting essen-
tially of an arrangement whereby property is con-

veyed to trustees, in accordance with the terms of an
instrument of trust, to be held and managed for the

benefit of such persons as may from time to time be
the holders of transferable certificates issued by the

trustees showing the shares into which the beneficial

interest in the property is divided. These certificates

which resemble certificates for shares of stock in a
corporation and are issued and transferred in like

manner, entitle the holders to share ratably in the
incom.e of the property, and, upon termination of the
trust, in the proceeds.

"Under the Massachusetts decisions these trust

instruments are held to create either pure trusts or

partnerships, according to the way in which the trus-

tees are to conduct the affairs committed to their

charge. If they are the principals and are free from
the control of the certificate holders in the manage-
ment of the property, a trust is created; but if the

certificate holders are associated together in the con-

trol of the property as principals and the trustees are

merely their managing agents, a partnership relation

between the certificate holders is created. Williams
V. Milton, 215 Mass. 1, 5, 102 N. E. 355; Frost v.

Thompson, 219 Mass. 360, 365, 106 N. E. 1009; Dana
V. Treasurer, 227 Mass. 562, 565, 116 N. E. 941;
Priestlv v. Treasurer, 230 Ma?s. 452, 455, 120 N. E.

100.

"These trusts—whether pure trusts or partnerships

—are unincorporated. They ai'e not organized under

any statute; and they derive no power, benefit or priv-

ilege from any statute. The Massachusetts statutes,

however, recognize their existence and impose upon

them, as 'associations,' certain obligations and lia-

bilities." Hecht V. Malley, 265 U. S. 144, 44 Sup. Ct.

462, 463.
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As the Nome Dredging Trust gives full, complete

control to the Trustees, it is a pure trust and not a

partnership.

In re Associated Trust (D. C), 222 Fed. 1012;

Schuman-Heink v. Folsom, 159 N. E. 250 (111.) ; Mayo

V. Moritz, 151 Mass. 481, 24 N. E. 1083; Simpson v.

Klipstein, 262 Fed. (C. C. A.) 823, and the cases cited

on pages 824 and 825.

We first specially direct the attention of the court

to the express powers given to the trustees in Article

XXII of the Trust Indenture, where said trustees are

given power ^'to sell, let, mortgage, hypothecate, en-

cumber, exchange or otherwise dispose of all or any

of the trust property or real estate or personal prop-

erty at any time held by them as Trustees, and to re-

invest the proceeds thereof^ (Tr. 244.) It is difficult

to conceive of language more all-comprehensive to em-

power trustees to deal with property as the absolute

owner thereof. The power to reinvest proceeds of any

and all property which the trustees might within their

lawful powers ''sell, let, mortgage, hypothecate, encum-

ber, exchange or otherwise dispose of" grants full pov/-

er to the trustees to convert any and all species of prop-

erty belonging to the Trust into other property of any

kind. And the trustees would have power to repeat

such action indefinitely. It is undeniable that from
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the powers granted the trustees they could lawfully

sell all the property, both real and personal, described

in the main agreement. Having done so, they might

later reinvest the proceeds in all or part of the same

identical property, even though it had in the meantime

been leased to another person for a term extending be-

yond the expressed date of the expiration of the Trust,

say to December 31st, 1935. The grant of the right to

reinvest the proceeds makes the powers of the trustees

plenary in every respect.

In the very recent case of MarshaWs Trustee v.

Marshall, 7 S. W. 2nd, 1062, decided June 19, 1928,

the very question under discussion came before the

Supreme Court of Kentucky. The suit was brought

by a trustee under a will to obtain the advice of the

court as to whether it had the power to grant a 99-

year lease of certain of the trust property, which

might extend beyond the termination of the trust. No

application was made to increase the power of the

trustee, but the suit was brought simply to have the

powers actually granted construed. The petition

stated that the trustee was in doubt, etc., as to its

powers. No express power to lease was given by the

will, but the express powers given were stated as fol-

lows :



'Tull power of sale, investment, exchange, and re-

investment of any and all properties of every kind,

which may come to its hands, with full power to con-

vey and pass title thereto." 7 S. W. 2nd, 1063.

The court said of the powers of the trustee

:

''The doubt of the trustee as to its power to make
the lease arises from the fact that ordinarily a trustee

may only lease property for the period of the trust

and this lease may be considered very injurious to the

interests of those who would take the property at the

termination of the trust. But in every case the powers

of the trustee are those conferred by the instrument
creating the trust. By the will in question the prop-

erty is not only devised to the trustee, but the trus-

tee is expressly given ^full power of sale, investment,

exchange, and reinvestment of any and all properties

of every kind which may come to its hands, with full

potver to convey and pass title thereto.' As the trus-

tee is given full power to hold, exchange, invest, rein-

vest, sell, and convey the property, plainly it may
make a lease which is only a sale of the property for
the term of the lease. The greater under the broad
powers conferred by the will includes the less. The
trustee here is given power to sell and convey abso-

lutely any part of the property, and, if it sold the
Fourth Street property under this power and bought
another lot on Fourth Street subject to a 99-year lease,

plainly it could not be said that it had exceeded its

power." 7 S. W. 2nd, 1063.

In the cases at bar the trust pov/ers granted are

even broader than in the case just quoted from, be-

cause the unrestricted power is given to the trustees to

"let" the trust property. The use of the word ''let" in

the trust indenture is equivalent to the word "lease"

(36 C. J. 991) and cases cited in the notes).
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In the case of Upham v. Plankington (Wis.), 140

N. W. 5, 48 L. R. A. N. S. 1004, the matter of the

power of trustees to grant a 99-year lease extending

beyond the trust term came before the Supreme Court

of Wisconsin. The powers granted to the trustees

did not expressly give them power to lease, but did

confer on them "entire control, management and

charge of the estate." (140 N. W. 10.) Of the pow-

ers of the trustees, the Supreme Court of Wiscon-

sin said (140 N. W. 11):

"The general doctrine, applicable to the matter
under discussion, is that an express power to lease

given to a trustee, confers authority to make a lease

for any reasonable period, considering the kind of

property and the custom of the country and all the

circumstances bearing on the subject. An implied
power to lease growing out of the creation of a trust

in real estate without power of sale, but in contempla-
tion of its being administered to produce income, con-

fers the same power to lease as in the first situation.

'Entire control, management and charge' conferred
on trustees, as in this case, affords discretionary pow-
er to lease within such reasonable boundaries as the
trustor would have done.

"There are many phases of the matter treated in

the authorities the general trend of which is as stated.

The power to lease is not restricted to the creation

of leaseholds, terminable with the trust power, unless

so restricted, expressly or by necessary implication,

from the language of the trust. Perry on Trusts (4th

Ed.) §§484, 528, 608; Beach on Trusts, §446; Lewin's
Law of Trusts (11th Ed.) pD. 632, 688; Underhill on

Trusts and Trustees (Am. Ed.) 347, 349, Note 2;

Beckett on Trusts, §570; Ricardi v. Gaboury, 115
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have such title and ownershp, subject only to the

rights of Gold Fields under the lease Exhibit One, and

the subsidiary agreements.

In 2 Perry on Trusts (Sec. 484) itissaid: "Trustees

have a general power of leasing if the lease does not

exceed the quantity of the estate that is in them and

is a reasonable one."

In the case of City of Richmond v. Davis, 3 N. E.

130, 103 Ind. 449, the court said of the general power

of trustees to execute leases of the trust property:

"Trustees have a general power to lease lands, but

the lease must be a reasonable one. 2 Perry, Trusts,

Sec. 484. An English author says: 'Where the length

of the term to be granted is not defined by the power,

the trur^tee must be guided by the consideration of

what is most beneficial to the trust estate.' Mr. Tay-
lor says: 'Trustees of land, being the owners of the

legal estate, may grant leases which cannot be im-

peached, so long as they are justified by the quantity

of the estate which thev possess.' Taylor, Landl. &
Ten. Sec. 130.

"It apoears from these authorities that the law is

that trustees possess general power to lease trust

property: and, as they do possess this power, their

leases, if executed according to law, are valid, unless

they exceed the quantity of the estate vested in the

trustee, or the leases are unreasonable."

In 2 Perry on Trusts, Sec. 529, pp. 857, 858, it is

said:

"If the freehold is vested in the trustees, the lease

will take effect out of their legal interest and will be

valid in law, though it may be a breach of the trust,
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but a court of equity can in all cases set aside any
conveyance or lease which is a breach of the trust."

In the cases at bar the quantity of the estate granted

to Gold Fields does not exceed the estate in fee which

is vested in the trustees of the Nome Dredging Trust,

and it can not be said on any authority that the lease

Exhibit One is void as not being within the lawful

powers granted to the trustees.

The many authorities cited in appellant's brief,

pages 61 to 67, upon the question of the power of

trustees to lease beyond the trust term, we do not

consider in point. All of these cases concede that

when ex'press power is given by the instrument creat-

ing the trust, such power does exist. In the cases at

bar the express power is given by the use of the words

''The Trustees shall have full power to sell, let, mort-

gage, hypothecate, encumber, exchange or otherwise

dispose of all or any of the trust property or real

estate or personal property at any time held by them

as Trustees, and to reinvest the proceeds thereof.^''

(Tr. 244.) It may be proper to observe, however,

that in New York it was formerly the rule that trus-

tees holding the fee had the power to make leases ex-

tending beyond the trust term.

Newcomb v. Keteltas, 19 Barb. 608;

Greason v. Keteltas, 17 N. Y. 491

;

Ahem v. Steele, 115 N. Y. 203, 22 N. E. 193.



A statute of New York is said to have changed that

rule, (Matter of McCaffrey, 50 Hun. 371, 3 N. Y. S.

96). The California decisions are also based on the

California statute, as is pointed out in South End

Warehouse v. Lavery, Col. App., 107 Pac. 1008, where

both the New York and California statutes are dis-

cussed.

Aside from the California and the recent New

York authorities, many cases, some of them very re-

cent, may be cited where leases of trust property for

a term extending beyond the expiration of the trust

have been held valid.

Denegre v. Walker, 214 111. 113, 73 N. E. 409;

Marsh v. Reed, 184 111. 263, 56 N. E. 306;

In re Gray's Estate (Wis.), 220 N. W. 175;

Russell V. Russell (Conn.), 145 Atl. 648;

Collins V. McTavish, 63 Md. 166.

Although there may be a sharp conflict in the au-

thorities as to the power of trustees to execute a lease

extending beyond the trust term where that power is

not expressly given, in the cases at bar we rely upon

the express power given by Article XXII of the trust

indenture (Tr. 244) and the other provisions thereof

which we have heretofore quoted. There is no conflict
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in the authorities where such express power is given.

The trustees of the Nome Dredging Trust had full

ownership in the trust property. The trustees of a

Massachusetts trust such as the Nome Dredging Trust

''are the principals and are free from the control of

the certificate holders in the management of the prop-

erty." Hecht V. Malleij, 265 U. S. 144, 44 S. Ct. Rep.

462, 463.

Attention of the court is also specially called to

Article XXIII of the Trust agreement, which reads

as follows (Tr. 244) :

"Any contract, deed, conveyance, certificate, affi-

davit, paper, or document signed by the President or

Vice-President, and attested by the Secretary or As-
sistant Secretary as such officers of said Trustees,

shall be evidence of authority in favor of any third

party, dealing in good faith with the Trustees, that

the act is within the power of the Trustees or other

officers to execute."

It certainly can not be claimed by Gold Fields that

they did not deal in good faith when they accepted the

leases sued on. Such being the case, said leases are

valid as to the Nome Dredging Trust, independent of

any specific power on the part of the trustees to exe-

cute them. In fact, Gold Fields have recognized and

acknowledged said leases to be in effect subsequent to

the expiration of the five years from the organization

of the Trust. Appellant places the expiration of the

five years as July 29, 1927 (appellant's brief, p. 60,
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and see also Tr. 245). The date when Gold Fields

gave the notice attempting to surrender the premises

leased and terminate the lease was December 30,

1927 (Tr. 27), five months subsequent to the date

when Gold Fields now claims the leases became void

by the expiration of the five-year period. The next

year, in June, 1928, the former action was com-

menced by plaintiff, E. E. Powell, to recover the roy-

alty and or minimum annual payments due Decem-

ber 1, 1927, on the contracts Exhibits Two and Six.

Judgment was recovered in that action for the full

amount claimed and such judgment was affirmed by

this court {Hammon Consolidated Gold Fields v.

Powell, 32 Fed. 2nd, 855). This judgment is pleaded

in the plaintiff's reply in Cause No. 6024, as a final

adjudication that the leases Exhibits One, Two and

Six "were valid and enforceable contracts upon which

plaintiff was entitled to sue and recover such money

as might fall due thereon, and that in and by said

judgment as res judicata the defendant is estopped to

claim otherwise." (Tr. 258, 269.) The court on this

point found as follows (Tr. 397, 398) :

"In a certain action in this court numbered 3075

and entitled E. E. Powell, Plaintiff, vs. Hammon Con-

solidated Gold Fields, a corporation, the defendant

herein, it was finally adjudged by a final judgment

duly given, made and entei'cd by this court on Sep-

tember 17th, 1928, that said E. E. Powell, plaintiff,

who is also plaintiff in this action, was entitled to re*



cover, and he did by said judgment recover from the

defendant herein, the entire balance of royalty and/
or minimum annual payment due said E. E. Powell
on December 1st, 1927, from said defendant Hammon
Consolidated Gold Fields, on said contracts. Exhibit
One and Exhibit Two, amounting to $25,000.00 less

the sum of $527.79 theretofore voluntarily paid there-

on by defendant, and also the entire royalty and/or
minimum annual payment due said E. E. Powell on
December 1st, 1927, from defendant Hammon Consoli-

dated Gold Fields on said contracts Exhibit One and
Exhibit Six, amounting to $10,000.00, and it was
thereby finally adjudged that the said contracts Ex-
hibit One and Exhibit Two and Exhibit Six were
valid and enforceable contracts when executed, and
that the same were in force, and had not been term-
inated up to and including the 29th day of Decem-
ber, 1927, and in and by said judgment, the defendant
is estopped to allege and claim otherwise. In said

action in this court, numbered 3075, the said defend-
ant Hammon Consolidated Gold Fields duly appeared
and the said judgment has been finally affirmed on
appeal by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit, and the mandate of said Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals affirming said judgment has
been duly filed in said cause in this court."

The judgment set forth in said finding was for the

royalty and/or minimum annual payment which fell

due December 1, 1927, and Gold Fields now claims

that the main and subsidiary agreements became ex-

pired and void July 29, 1927, by alleged termination

of the Nome Dredging Trust. The court below has

specifically found that Gold Fields is now estopped by

the former judgment to claim or assert that the main

lease agreement, Exhibit One, and also Exhibits Two
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and Six, became terminated on July 29, 1927, by the

alleged termination of the Nome Dredging Trust (Tr.

398).

This finding is amply justified in law, as the parties

to the former judgment and the parties in the cause

on appeal in 6024 are the same.

The rule as to estoppel by judgment is stated in

Bates V. Bodie, 245 U. S. 520 ; 38 Sup. Ct. R. 182, 184,

as follows

:

"And this court has established a test of the thing

adjudged and the extent of its estoppel. It is: If

the second action is upon the same claim or demand as

that in which the judgment pleaded was rendered,

the judgment is an absolute bar not only of what was
decided, but of what might have been decided. If the

second action was upon a different claim or demand,
then the judgment is an estoppel 'only as to those

matters in issue or points controverted, upon the

determination of which the finding or verdict was
rendered.' Cromwell v. County of Sac, 94 U. S. 351,

353, 24 L. Ed. 195; Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

V. Kirven, 215 U. S. 252, 30 Sup. Ct. 78, 54 L. Ed.

179; Troxell v. Del., Lack. & Western R. R. Co., 227
U. S. 434, 33 Sup. Ct. 274, 57 L. Ed. 586; Radford v.

Myers, 231 U. S. 725, 34 Sup. Ct. 249, 58 L. Ed. 454;

Hart Steel Co. v. Railroad Supply Co., 244 U. S. 294,

37 Sup. Ct. 506, 61 L. Ed. 1148."

In the former case of Powell v. Hammon Consoli-

dated Gold Fields, affirmed by this court (32 Fed. 2nd,

855), the principal issue was as to whether the con-

tracts Exhibits One, Two and Six were in force as
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binding contracts on December 1, 1927, when the

royalty and/or minimum annual payments sued for

in that action fell due. The court below and this court

so found, and gave judgment for plaintiff Powell.

It having thus been finally adjudicated in the former

action between plaintiff Powell and Gold Fields that

the contracts Exhibits One, Two and Six were in full

force and effect on December 1, 1927, Gold Fields is

now estopped in this action between the same parties

to claim that said contracts were terminated and be-

came void on July 29, 1927.

VI.

ALTHOUGH THE TRUST INDENTURE PROVIDES THAT
NOME DREDGING TRUST SHOULD TERMINATE FIVE YEARS

FROM THE DATE OF THE INDENTURE, THE TRUST CON-

TINUES IN EXISTENCE THEREAFTER UNTIL ITS AFFAIRS

ARE LIQUIDATED, AND THE PROPERTY DIVIDED. THIS

HAS NOT YET BEEN DONE, AND THE TRUSTEES STILL

HOLD TITLE AS OWNERS TO ALL THE PROPERTY OF THE

TRUST.

Article XXIV and Article XXV of the trust inden-

ture provide as follows (Tr. 245) :

''Article XXIV: This Trust shall terminate after
the expiration of five (5) years, at which time the

then Board of Trustees shall proceed to wind up its

affairs, liquidate its assets and distribute the same
among the holders of the shares."
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''Article XXV: At the termination of this trust,

the Board of Trustees, for the purpose of windins- up
their affairs and liquidating the assets of the trust,

shall continue in office until such duties have been
fully performed."

The reply of the plaintiff in reference to these

articles says (Tr. 251, 262; see also Tr. 62 in Tran-

script, Cause No. 6025) :

''3. Further replying to the allegation of said sec-

ond answer and defense to plaintiff's first cause of

action, plaintiff allep:es that the business and affairs

of said Nome Dredging Trust have never been liqui-

dated or closed, nor has any of its real or personal
property or assets other than a portion of the cash
money received from defendant as royalty and or

minimum annual payments for the years 1927 and
prior thereto been distributed among its beneficiaries,

the holders of its share. Plaintiff further allec^-es that

the trustees of said Nome DredQ;ing Trust have ever
since the expiration of five years from the time of the
organization tho^'eof continued in office for the pur-
pose of winding up their affairs and liquidating the

assets of the said Nome Dredging Trust, and said

duties have not been fully performed, and said trus-

tees have at all times since its organization of said

trust held and still do hold the full legal title and
ownership of all its property, both real and personal,

except the cash hereinbefore in this paragraph men-
tioned, and none thereof, excei^t said cash, has ever
been divided among or transferred or conveyed to any
of the beneficiaries of said trust, the holders nf its

rhares."

Upon this point the court found as follows (Tr.

390):
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'The business and affairs of said Nome Dredging
Trust have never been liquidated or closed, nor has
any of the mining claims or real property described in

Exhibit One to plaintiff's complaint, and Schedules
*A,' 'B,' 'C,' and 'D' thereto, nor any interest therein,

nor the claims against defendant thereon for the roy-

alty and/or minimum annual payments for the year
1928, been distributed among or conveyed or trans-

ferred to the beneficiaries of said Nome Dredging
Trust, the holders of its shares. The said trustees of

said Nome Dredging Trust have ever since the expira-
tion of five years from August 24, 1927, continued in

office as such trustees for the purpose of winding up
their affairs and liquidating the assets of the said
Nome Dredging Trust and said duties have not been
fully performed, and said trustees have at all times
since the 26th day of August, 1927, held and they do
still hold as such trustees the full, legal title and own-
ership of all the said property of said Nome Dredging
Trust, both real and personal, and none thereof, has
ever been divided among or transferred or conveyed
to the beneficiaries of said trust, the owners of its

shares."

Under the circumstances shown by this finding,

which is not attacked in appellant's brief, the trustees

of the Nome Dredging Trust are the only parties who

could maintain the action. No. 6025. Lincoln v.

French, 105 U. S. 614.
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VII.

GOLD FIELDS IS ESTOPPED TO DENY THE TITLE OF THE
TRUST AND PLAINTIFF E. E. POWELL. THE TITLE OF
THE TRUST HAS NOT EXPIRED, BEEN TRANSFERRED OR
DEFEATED, NEITHER HAS GOLD FIELDS BEEN EVICTED.

The whole argument of the defendant Gold Fields

to the effect that Gold Fields is not estopped

to deny the title of its landlords, the Trust and

plaintiff E. E. Powell, is based upon the assumption

that the title of the trustees of Nome Dredg-

ing Trust terminated on July 29, 1927, when the five-

year term of its stated existence expired. As we have

shown in the preceding subdivision VI of this brief,

the title of the trustees has not terminated, but on the

contrary, the trustees of Nome Dredging Trust still

hold full and complete title to all the property of the

trust. The court so found (Tr. 390). Gold Fields is

therefore still estopped to deny its landlords' title.

As long as the trustees still hold title to the prop-

erty, and have not divided it among the beneficiaries,

they are still the owners of the property, and the only

persons entitled to maintain actions in relation there-

to. Lincoln v. French, 105 U. S. 614.

The estoppel of a tenant to deny his landlord's title

is not affected by an abandonment of possession, un-

less a surrender is accepted by the landlord. The

case of Farmers Nat. Bank v. Western Penn. Fuel Co.,
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215 Pa. 115, 64 Atl. 374, 114 Am. St. Rep. 949, is

illustrative of the precise doctrine governing the cases

at bar. The court there said of a tenant of leased

premises who had vacated them and refused to pay

rent:

" 'The law is well settled that where a person is in

possession of property, and leases it to another and
puts him in possession, the tenant cannot object to the

title of his lessor, who can recover for rent, or for use
and occupation if no rent was agreed upon.' Gleim v.

Rise, 6 Watts, 44 (45). And the same principle is

thus stated in Trickett on Landlord & Tenant in

Penna. Sec. 756 : 'By accepting a lease and the posses-

sion of the premises in pursuance of it, the tenant pre-

cludes himself from effectively refusing to pay the

rent on account of the defects of the title of the les-

sor. He m.ay be compelled to pay the rent, despite

such defects, if any, and, therefore, proof of such de-

fects is irrelevant and inadmissible in actions of as-

sumpsit for the rent.' The rule that a tenant cannot
impeach or question the title of his landlord, except

for fraud, applies also, when the tenant has vacated
the premises before the rent sued for has accrued.

Howard v. Murphy, 23 Pa. 173. In that case Justice

Woodward said (page 175) : The plaintiffs in error

are to be considered as occupying under the lease with
Murphy's (the landlord's) a^ent, for if they did not

remain in the actual possession of the premises, they
might have done so. They were not evicted or dis-

turbed in their possession by any title paramount to

Murphy's, and if they turned themselves out, it was
their own fault and no reason for refusing the stipu-

lated rent. A tenant cannot be compelled to occupy
the premises he leases. If he chooses that they shall

stand vacant, his will is law to himself, but let him
not imagine that his caprice, or change of interest,

will excuse his payment of the rent.'
"
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CONCLUSION

There is no dispute as to the amount of recovery.

The amount in No. 6024 is $25,000.00 for the first

cause of action, fixed by paragraph 3 of Exhibit Two

(Tr. 86), and $10,000.00 for the second cause of ac-

tion, fixed by paragraph 3 of Exhibit Six (Tr. 113,

114). The added interest makes the total judgment

$37,500.82 (Tr. 295). In No. 6025 the amount is $25,-

000.00, fixed by paragraph 9 of Exhibit One( Tr. 38,

39) , and in this case the added interest makes the judg-

ment $26,786.30 (6025 Tr. 82, 83).

Upon the foregoing considerations it is respectfully

submitted that the judgments appealed from should

be affirmed.

Dated Seattle, Washington, March 19, 1930.

THOMAS R. LYONS,

IRA D. ORTON,

Attorneys for Appellees.




